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time  on  the  condition  of  certain  national  history  and
culture. Every nation possesses its unique way of thinking
or thinking pattern. Thinking pattern, which is a social




(Hu,  2002),  the strong version refers  to  the claim that
language has the decisive role in shaping our thinking
patterns  and the  weak version  suggests  that  there  is  a
correlation between language, culture and thought.
Thus,  language  is  the  carrier  of  thought  and  the
thinking pattern reflects itself in language. To become a
successful  communicator  is  to  acquire  a  new  set  of




author  is  intended  to  analyze  the  differences  of  the
thinking patterns between Chinese and Americans as the
typical examples of the differences between eastern and
western  thinking  patterns  and  will  illustrate  this  with
examples.
 
1.   MAIN DIFFERENCES OF THINKING
PATTERNS  BETWEEN  CHINESE  AND
AMERICANS




are  called  ideographs.  For  example,  Chinese  word
which represents the sun resembles the shape of it.
And the meaning of words such as 礮, 砲 and 炮 can be











to  carry  to  attack  enemies.  砲  (pào)  means  a  kind  of
weapon which is used to attack enemies with wrapped
stones. And 炮 (pào) is a more advanced form of weapons






there  is  no  equivalent  word  for  “logic”  in  Chinese
literature before the great translator Yan Fu translated this
as  “逻辑  (luó  jí)”  according  to  its  pronunciation  in
English.  Thus,  it  seems that  Chinese  are  not  so  much
inclined to logical thinking traditionally than American
does.
1.2  Synthesis and Analysis
Synthesis is a kind of thinking pattern which combines
separate  parts  to  form  a  complex  whole.  The  part  is
inseparable from the whole. Chinese people are good at
synthesizing. For example, Beijing opera is an integrated





Analysis  is  the  thinking  pattern  which  is  to  study
something  by  examining  its  components  and  their





1.3  Oneness and Dividedness




they  tend  to  consider  things  as  a  whole.  They  are
accustomed to do things from the whole to sections. For
example,  Chinese  have  a  saying  “天人合一”,  which
means human beings live with nature harmoniously just
like  one  thing.  And  Chinese  people  attach  more
importance  to  collective  than  individual.  Chinese
traditional medicine also tends to treat the patient as a
system instead  of  tackling  the  part  with  the  problem.
Thus, oneness emphasizes the harmonious relationship
between subject and object.
Dividedness  is  a  kind  of  thinking  pattern  which
underlines  more  importance  on  the  parts  than  on  the
whole. The western view is dualistic (viewing mind and
body  separately,  as  well  as  God  and  human  kind  as
separate),  while  the  eastern  view  is  profoundly
nondualistic.  The  west  (including  Americans)  often
perceives the world as being composed of separate pieces




work—envi ronment ,   good—bad ,  peace—war ,
right—wrong  and  so  on.  Generally  speaking,  this
dichotomous  way  of  thinking  is  detrimental  to  truth
seeking. The nature is in a state of flux. Eternal verity
usually resizes in a continuum rather at the two poles. In











2.   THE  INFLUENCE  ON  CROSS-
CULTURAL COMMUNICATION
According  to  Samovar  et  al.  (1998),  “cross-cultural
communication is communication between people whose
cultural  perceptions and symbolic systems are distinct
enough  to  alter  the  communication  event.”  In  the
following part, several aspects concerning the influences
upon cross-communication will be addressed.









and  the  Great  channel  are  the  epitome  of  Chinese
feudalism, reflecting the desire for the harmony, which is
the result  of  synthesis.  In America,  the Liberty Statue
reflects American people’s pursuit of “freedom”, which is
the result of dividedness.
2.2  The Influence on Reasoning
According  to  Ron  Scollon  and  Suzanne  W.  Scollon
(2000),  it  seems  that  westerners  prefer  deductive
reasoning and Chinese prefer inductive reasoning, which
results  from  their  different  thinking  patterns.  This  is
obviously  evidenced  by  their  preference  for  different
patterns for the introduction of topics.
Influenced  by  their  synthetic  and  holistic  way  of
thinking,  Chinese  speaker  are  more  likely  to  apply




































2.3  The Influence on Psychological State
Thinking pattern is the core of national spirit. It affects a











way which either  agrees  or  denies.  They advocate  the
doctrine of the golden means. Americans are more likely
to go to extremes.
2.4  The Influence on the Political System
Undoubtedly, economy decides the form of the political
system.  However,  at  particular  historical  stage,  the
political  system  is  set  up  by  people  with  particular
thinking  pattern  at  that  time.  People  with  different






are  in  the  divided  position,  which  makes  them try  to
reconcile  the contradiction.  They believe in  their  own
power and sing the praises of individualism.






They  think  highly  of  the  unity  of  the  structure,  while





























At  the  meeting,  Chinese  are  used  to  exchang
conversational greetings, and then they have a lengthy
speech. Americans do not say any irrelevant things. It is








2.7  The Influence on SLA
Because of their different thinking pattern, there would be
differences in the level of phonology, morphology, syntax
and  discourse  pattern,  which  usually  causes  negative
transfer  in  the  process  of  SLA  (especially  foreign










not  be  derived  directly  by  analyzing  the  formation  of
words. They also tend to wrongly place the attributives if


















psychological  atmosphere.  It  helps to shape a nation’s
character and it influences the culture a lot. Due to various
reasons,  Chinese  and Americans  are  good at  different
thinking patterns. They both have their strong points and
weak points. Also, they share some similarities. As the
communication  between  Chinese  and  Americans  is
developing, the thinking patterns of the two countries will
influence and infiltrate each other. In order to accelerate
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